NEON & LED SIGN MATERIALS
NEON GLASS TUBING—Neon Signs
A neon sign is a cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL). A typical neon sign is composed of
glass tubes containing neon gas and a small amount of argon gas. Although neon is used
to describe signs of different colors, neon does not produce every color. For example, a
yellow “neon” sign is made with helium, not neon. Red neon signs, on the other hand, are
created with neon gas. Neon signs are commonly used as accent lighting, to enhance
building features or to draw attention to a product or service.

LED SIGNS
They are known by many different names - electronic message centers, digital displays,
reader boards or electronic signs, just to name a few. Whatever you call them, it is our
mission to help you feel confident and educated before you buy. Double sided, single face,
wall-mount or monument, an outdoor digital sign can make a huge impact on your business
signage. An LED sign is a technical product but choosing a manufacturer and sign
company partner is not a tough task if you do a bit of research first. An LED (light emitting
diode) is an efficient, effective, and ultra-bright alternative to incandescent light bulbs.
Unlike traditional light bulbs, LEDs do not burn out because there is no filament.

LED FLEX SIGNS—Lumiflex
Our flexible LED and simulated neon product, LumiFlex, is bendable and easy to
manipulate in the field. Simulating neon channel letters and contouring to architectural
features are just some of the solutions this product offers. LumiFlex has a side-to-side
bending orientation which is perfect for bordering signs. Additionally, at IP68 it is suitable for
indoor and outdoor use. *does not bend around corners

LED PROGRAMABLE SIGNS
Whether it is small or large, indoor, or outdoor, scrolling or a full digital display you may be
wondering what type of information to share on your programmable LED signs. Since you
can rotate between a variety of signs and program your sign rotation for the time of day and
day of the week—it is time to get creative. Yes, you can display the same signs round the
clock but to make the most of your investment, it is better to switch things up!
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